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Introduction
Prosody is known to constrain both lexical access and syntactic analysis in ambiguous
sentences (Kjelgaard & Speer 1999, Christophe et al. 2004, Millotte et al. 2007, 2008, Dilley & McAulley 2008)

Can listeners rely on information of different types of prosodic boundaries?
There is some agreement on the disambiguating role played by intonational phrase (IP) boundaries; however, the
role of lower phrase boundaries, as well as of word boundaries, seems to be an open issue, in different studies
and cross-linguistically (e.g. Price et. al 1991, Kjelgaard & Speer 1999, Christophe 2003, Li & Yang 2009).

This study:
We address the role of prosodic structure in on-line processing of both lexical and syntactic ambiguities in
European Portuguese (EP), by means of two experiments: word detection (Exp.1); eye-tracking (Exp.2).

Our goal is to examine the effects of the full range of prosodic boundaries reported for EP in previous literature:
prosodic word (PW), prosodic word group (PWG), phonological phrase (PhP) and IP (Frota 2000, in press; Vigário
2003, 2009).

Prosodic structure in EP
Prosodic Word (PW):
Word stress (and related processes); Edge-phenomena (phonotactic constraints, many segmental processes);
Clipping, deletion under identity [Only prominence-related cues were available in our stimuli].

Prosodic Word Group (PWG):
Different level of stress from PW (with specific effects on segmental processes); Blockage of phonological

processes of vowel deletion; focus assignment [Only prominence-related cues were available in our stimuli].

Phonological Phrase (PhP):
Stress strengthening in stress clashes; Rhythmic constraints on vowel sandhi; Prominence level and pitch accent
distribution [Only the latter cues were available in our stimuli]

Intonational Phrase (IP):
Many segmental processes; Left-edge strengthening; Domain for resyllabification; Final lengthening; Pause location;
Length affects phrasing into IPs (>5 syllables) [ Only the first type of cue was not available in our stimuli]

Previous Research: The processing of ambiguity in an offline task (Completion task) Frota, Vigário & Severino (2009, in progress)

1=low boundary
2=high boundary

Experiment 1: Word Detection
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Results: All data

Experiment 2: Eye-tracking (disambiguation using pictures)

Conclusions Selected References
Listeners rely on information of different types of prosodic boundaries in on-line processing of ambiguity.
Responses tend to be faster for the high boundary in each condition (for targets only), suggesting that prosodic

information is being used.
Prosodic length seems to be crucial for IP boundary assignment (off-line and on-line).
Disambiguating role of the PhP in EP, supported by results from on-line tasks.
Different results from off-line and on-line experiments argue for a multiple task approach to the study of prosody

in disambiguation, to be further explored in future research.
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Six Prosodic Conditions
1. No boundary / PWG
2.PW / PWG
3. PW / PhP
4. PWG / PhP
5. PWG / IP
6. PhP / IP
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Factor ANOVA Expert Speaker Naïve Speaker 
Prosodic condition (PC) by subject F(5, 55)= 9.69,  

p <. 001 
F(5, 55)= 19.62,  
p <. 001 

by item F(5, 40)= 2.04, p >. 05 F(5, 40)= 1.67, p >. 05 
Boundary level (BL) by subject F(1, 11)= 76.33,  

p < .001 
F(1, 11)= 28.88,  
p < .001 

by item F(1, 40)= 52.95,  
p < .001 

F(1, 40)= 30.57,  
p < .001 

PC*BL by subject F(2.44, 26.87)=6.54,  
p < .01 

F(5, 55)=12.59,  
p < .001 

by item F(5, 40)=2.88, p < .05 F(5, 40)=6.17, p <. 001 
 

Results:
Disambiguation was achieved 
for conditions 3, 5 and 6 (4 
only Expert sp.), but not for 
word-level conditions. A 
length effect was found at the 
IP level:  only long phrases 
triggered disambiguation.

Materials:  subset of  Completion task (expert sp)
-Only Conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 were tested
- Condition 6: Only test items with long phrases
Sentence pairs with homophonous sequences in the 
target stretch. 
Syllable onsets after the target matched.
Homophonous sequences have the SAME prosodic 
structure except for the boundary contrast tested.
Sentence pairs matched for nº syllables, PWs, PhPs.

1. No boundary / PWG: 
Arrancadelas (N) / arranca delas (V+Poss Pro)
2. PW / PWG
Passatempos (N) / passa tempos (V+N)
3. PW / PhP
Fita-cola (N) / fita cola (N+V)
4. PWG / PhP
Larga (Adj) / larga (V)
5. (=6) PhP / IP
Sempre que reune a comissão + Subj / + V

Visual targets for Word Detection
-Conditions 1, 2, 3
Det N / V (infinitive form)
a cola (the glue) / colar (to glue)
-Condition 4
Pronoun+copula+Adj / V
ela é larga (it’s large) / largar (to drop)
-Condition 5
other(s) did /  X did
Eles fizeram / A comissão fez

Pairs of unambiguous sentences: Controls
Target - A toalha]PWG larga mancha a roupa branca
Control - Comprei uma cama]PWG larga para a minha casa nova
Target - A toalha]PhP larga muita tinta vermelha
Control - O filho do Miguel]PhP larga tudo por causa do futebol

27 target + 27 control pairs + 30 foils + 36 distractors 

Foils: 20 presented with a visual target wih the same 1st syllable as the word 
target; 10 presented with a visual target not similar to word target
Word frequency checked in a corpus of 250.000 words (FreP and FrePOP)

Participants: 12 native speakers of standard EP

Procedure:  For each pair, each target and 
control were presented wirh appropriate and 
nonappropriate visual target (8 combinations);   
2 lists so that each participant listened  to 4 
combinations .  List s presented randomly x 3.
In each trial: presentation of the visual target 
(1.5 s) > blank screen > audio.
Trials end with response. Interval of 1s between 
trials. Response: Yes/ No as quickly as 
possible. 15-item training with feedback on 
reaction time.
Response times measured from onset of target. 
SuperLabPro (4.5).  
Predictions: prosodic disambiguation – clear 
lower/higher boundary difference in response 
type (boundary level), for each condition ; 
possibly,  boundary level difference in RT; 
controls (as a baseline for targets) should show 
faster RTs but similar responses types 
(ambiguity factor: control/target).

Results: window [target] + 200ms + duration of 1st C

Factor ANOVA Response Reaction Time 
Prosodic condition (PC) by subject F(2.04, 20.37)= 13.08, 

p < .001 
F(2.52, 25.21)= 45.55,  
p <. 001 

by item F(4, 22)= 2.01, p >. 05 F(4, 22)= 23.16,  
p <. 001 

Boundary level (BL) by subject F(1, 10) = 29.49,  
p < .001 

F(1,10)=0.12, p > .05 

by item F(1, 22)= 92.58,  
p < .001 

F(1, 22)=0.59, p >.05 

Ambiguity (Amb) by subject F(1,10)= 3. 76, p> .05 F(1,10)=20.69, p =.001 
by item F(1, 22)=2.14, p> .05 F(1,22)=19.79, p < .001 

Significant interactions 
BL*Amb 
 
BL*Amb 

by subject 
 

 
F(1, 10)= 5.28, p < .05 

 
F(1, 10)= 8.84, p < .05 

By item -  -  -  
F(1, 22)= 7.91, p = .01 

 

Disambiguation in all conditions (but the  
last: lower boundary interpreted as high, 
even in controls > a IP-length effect on 
processing? )
Variation in RTs across p-conditions: word, 
phrase, higher phrase (complexity?)
RTs faster for controls than for targets.
Highboundary faster RT than low 
boundary, for targets (prosodic cues)

Factor ANOVA Response Reaction Time 
Prosodic condition (PC) by subject F(4, 12)= 11.34,  

p < . 001 
F(4, 20)= 72.35,  
p <. 001 

by item F(4, 21)= 13.31, p <. 05 F(4, 21)= 8.36, p <. 001 
Boundary level (BL) by subject F(1, 3)= 7.05, p > .05 

(.068). 
F(1,5)=0.35, p > .05 

by item F(1, 21)= 120.05,  
p <. 001 

F(1, 21)=1.632, p > .05 

Ambiguity (Amb) by subject F(1,3)=0.35, p > .05  F(1,5)=21.71, p <.01 
by item F(1, 21)=1.06,  p > .05 F(1,21)=8.97, p < .01 

Significant interactions 
PC*BL 
 
BL*Amb 
PC*BL 

by subject 
 

-  -  - 
 

 
F(4, 20)= 6.63, p = .001 

By item  
F(1, 21)=8.28, p < . 01 

 
 
F(4, 21)=4.38, p = .01 

 

Similar (not 
for C2), 
less clear.
Rts similar 
results, but 
not sig. for 
BL*Amb

Materials:  6 ambiguous pairs plus respective 
controls per  prosodic condition (12x12). Pairs 
selected: different meanings represented by 
pictures. Same 5 conditions as in Detection.
Pilot test (SuperLab): potential picture-based 
disambiguation  was assessed with 10 subjects.
Procedure: presentation of 2 pictures side by 
side for 3 s > central trigger (AOI dwell time 0.7 
s) > same 2 pictures with audio; left/right picture 
counterbalancing. 5-point calibration + 
validation. Tracking ratio: 81.4 – 99.8. 
Task: find out which picture matches the sound.
Measure: Dwell time for each picture defined as 
AOI (up to end of target plus 800 ms). 
17 subjects. iViewX Red System from SMI.

C2: passatempos / passar tempos
‘hobbies’ / ‘let the time go’

C3: fita cola / fita-cola
‘stripe sticks / ‘tape’

Scan path:  C4 ‘clean 
mop’/’mop cleans’
esfregona limpa

Preliminary results: window of interest – beginning of audio to end of target+ 800 ms (600 speech 
processing + 200 eye programming; Holmqvist et al. (to appear) ); Mean Dwell Time difference (MDT) between 
picture for low boundary and picture for high boundary.
Disambiguation is achieved if MDT is positive for BL1 and negative for BL2. 

Results for Conditions 1, 3 and 
4 support disambiguation (both 
controls and targets) vs. 2 and 5 
(no disambiguation even in 
controls).  Again, evidence for 
an IP-length effect (condition 5).
Full data analysis in progress. 
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